ARGENTO
www.sonidoargento.com

Lilian Giubetich – accoustic viloncello, electronics and loops
Luciano Pietrafesa - acoustic guitar and loop station
Leon Bertone – electronics, programming and synthesizers

History

In August 2001 Lilian Giubetich - Violoncello and Luciano Pietrafesa -Guitar- meet in
Italy during a seminar organised by the international school “Guitar Craft. Since then,
they have shared stages becoming part of the “Berlin Guitar Ensemble”, with whom
they performed live in many tours around Germany and Italy.

In 2003 Leon Bertone joins the band and ARGENTO, now with a defined identity,
begins to produce its own repertoire for duo of Violoncello and Guitar with electronic
arrangements, creating a fusion that goes beyond Tango.

ARGENTO TANGO FUSION is an excellent combination of Astor Piazolla and avant
guard electronic arrangents. This attarctive modernisation of the popular “portenia”
music leads the listener to sound landscapes where passion and music have a
common place.
During the live performances IJ&MJ involve the audience in a warm image twirl.
Their repertoire is based mainly in electronic versions of Astor Piazolla, contemporary
musicians together together with other artistic disciplines.
At present, ARGENTO TANGO FUSION are performing live in Spain, England and
Argentina, presenting performances combining other artistic disciplines.

These are some of the venues and festivals ARGENTO TANGO FUSION have
performed at

-

“Fiesta Mayor” of Poble Sec and Sagrera (Barcelona)y Sagrera (Barcelona)

-

“Homenaje a Astor Piazzolla” in La Riereta Theatre (Barcelona)

-

“Cadaqués Festival” (Cadaqués - Girona)

-

“Bradford Festival” (England)

-

“Festival “Musikaire” (Elorrio – Bilbao),

-

"Muestra Sonora Audiovisual de Barcelona" (Barcelona)

-

"MAV - Muestra de Artes Vivas" of Montesquieu, (Osona)

-

La Paloma (Barcelona)

-

Teatre Llantiol (Barcelona)

-

Lavarden Theatre (Rosario, Argentina)

-

Sala Adolfo Calle (Mendoza, Argentina)

-

Sala Apolo (Barcelona)

-

Salas Caixa Forum (Madrid y Lerida)

-

Conde Duque "La Noche en Blanco", the nights of museums (Madrid)

-

Centro Cultural Cajastur Colegiata (Gijón, Asturias).

